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Roadmap

 Why are RPTs so common?

 RPTs as one of  many tunneling techniques

Main legal tools against tunneling via RPTs

 The key role of  enforcement



The Tunnelland Tale
 Punitive tax system
 With bad tax collection system (inept or 
corrupt)
 Politicians reserving property rights in firms
for themselves
 Bad courts system
 Bad bankruptcy system (value-destroying, 
liquidation oriented)
 Liquidity crisis-prone financial system



How do businesses survive in 
Tunnelland?

 Leave as little seizable value within the 
company as needed to keep the firm viable
 Organize business as a group of  companies
 Expand to other sectors as well, if successful
 Take money out of  the company via RPTs
 Tax efficient
 Easy to justify/hard to detect



The moral(s) of the tale
 RPTs are necessary evil when institutions are 
bad enough
 Second worst solution (like corruption)
 Path dependance explains persistence
 RPTs common also in the absence of  
minority shareholders, i.e., even before an IPO 
 Needless to say: where institutions are good, 
agency problems may still lead to engaging
in RPTs



RPTs can be fair (and when unfair, 
their use still efficient?)
 In closely held companies especially RP 
can be best counterparty
 But whether a RPT is fair is almost

unobservable and unverifiable > ample room 
for opportunism; «policy presumption» thereof
justified?

 Can there be an efficient, agreed-upon
amount of  private benefits extraction as a quid 
pro quo for monitoring/entrepreneurial
effort?
  Bianchi (verifiability is key)



RPTs vs. tunneling (vs. other
conflicted transactions)
 RPTs singled out for special legal treatment 
in many jurisdictions
 Why?
 Easy to spot ex ante and to treat via 
internal procedures/prophylactic rules

 Cases of  tunneling, that involve no RPTs:
 Transactions btw CS and shareholders; Co. 
and a third party, with indirect interest of  
CS; etc.
 Different treatment can be justified, but
beware of  risk of  «tunneling arbitrage»



Legal tools
 Prohibition (little, selectively used):
It may raise tunneling costs
 But it still requires effective enforcement

institutions: useless where it may seem fit
Procedural rules:
 MOM approval
 Independent directors
 Independent directors and MOM approval

 Mandatory disclosure
 Ex post standard based review
 Non-transaction based strategies



MOM approval
 MOM approval leads to false negatives if:
 Sh. Are not admitted to vote
 Yukos
 Sh. don’t vote sincerely
 Conflicted institutional investors
 Friends and family of  RP
 They are not given or don’t understand
information
 Can they make business as opposed to 

investment decisions? 
 Vote occurs too late



MOM approval (2)
 MOM approval leads to false positives if:
 Ill-informed sh. reject it
When in doubt, just say no?
 Hard to signal fairness?
 Holdout issues:
 Opportunistic hedge funds
 Minimum participation? 

 High approval costs
 Small, routine transactions exempt



Independent director approval
 Who’s independent? 
 Proof of  substantial independence is in the pudding
 Only «minority» directors?

 How informed can independent directors be?
 Proximity versus objectivity: 
 if they can perform any function, is this not the

function?
Various degrees of  independent director

involvement:
 Non-binding advice
 Majority vote
 Binding advice (access to information is key)
 Special committee



Independent director plus MOM 
approval?
 Special committee plus MOM approval as
most effective tool to reduce the risk of  
tunneling:
 Less false negatives, but more false positives
 It addresses the timing issue
 It addresses the information issue
 It addresses the signaling issue
 What about the holdout problem?  
 Transaction costs



Disclosure as an independent 
strategy
 Bright line rules: 
 Under- and over-inclusiveness
 The materiality standard:
 Who decides?
 Ex post, periodic
 Ex post, ad hoc
 Ex ante, ad hoc: high prophylactic value:
 How much ex ante?



Ex post standards-based review
What standard?
 Substantial fairness:
 No damage, or
 No damage plus no profit, or
 No surplus sharing
Unless
 Procedural fairness? (MOM and/or special 

committee from the backdoor?)
 «Offsetting advantages» defense?
 What «burden of  proof» for the plaintiff ?

 Access to justice and access to evidence are key



US and Italy as polar opposites
 Access to evidence: easy vs. difficult (5%; 
Consob; prosecutors)
 Burden of  proof: low versus high: 
 US: Substantial unfairness (damage) 
presumed, if procedural fairness (with high 
standards) not proven
 «Cardinal red» shades of  independence in 

Delaware case law

 Fact-intensive smell test vs. fact-annoyed
«business judgment rule» (?)



Liability issues

Who should be liable?
 Independent directors? Bad idea, 
unless in bad faith (negligence
insufficient)
 Executive directors?
 Shadow directors?
 Related party (i.e. dominant
shareholder)?



Non-transaction based strategies

 Oppression plus exit remedies?
 Exit before dominance becomes
effective
Dammann’s ostracism
 Gutierrez-Saez put-option scheme
 Limits on deviations from one
share one vote



The «Convitato di Pietra»: 
Enforcement
 No legal tool, whether ex ante or ex post, 
disclosure-based, procedure-based, etc. can do 
much without good courts and/or good
securities regulators
Unfortunately, institutional and market 

frameworks either both good or both bad
 Self-enforcing rules in countries with bad courts: 

better than nothing?
 Can courts or securities regulators be fervent in 

their effort to tackle tunneling with no social 
norms/strong market pressure supporting them? 
For how long?
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